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Colombia                          country of regions



Medellin Andean city surrounded by mountains

Medellin,  Colombia's second most important city, has 3.5 million 
inhabitants in its metropolitan area. It is located in a valley and is 
surrounded by mountains.

During the 1980s and 1990s, drug trafficking came to dominate part of 
the city, and this made its social segregation more visible. Most of the 
city's social and urban problems were concentrated in the north. 
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1991
The most violent city in the world

391 deaths  per  100.000 inhabitants



Politics

In 2003 Sergio Fajardo won the mayoral election and took office in 
January 2004. The civic forces that had arisen while the city suffered 
from the violence of the 1980s and 1990s now had the opportunity to 
put into practice proposals that supported a more equitable city.

Medellin became a living laboratory through educational, cultural 
social programs and physical transformations, that focused on its 
northern neighborhoods where the most structural inequity problems 
and violence existed. 
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Social Urbanism  2004 - 2011

Violence and crisis had caused many streets to become the territory of 
illegal groups. The great challenge was to make the city more 
transparent, to open it, to build trust, and to change perceptions toward 
the city as a whole. 

This was the essence of the various architectural and urban projects in 
which new urban spaces were conceived to develop inclusion and 
peaceful coexistence processes, and to improve the quality of 
everyday life.





Japan´s collaboration
Library  Park  Belen  Medellin                     architect   Hiroshi Naito
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North Eastern Integral Project22

Projects Programs
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DESIGN OF PROCESSES
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What should be done about 
it?

Where should they go?

How can the City prevent 
growth in the most 
dangerous areas?
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Process

1. Regional Study 2. Site Study 3. Pilot Projects 4. Regional Proposal
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Community – Academy - International  
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Public – Private – Academy

Plan BIO 2030 And  Urban Renewal  River Park
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Colombian regions 

Local governments
Private
Academy



Medellin 2012 – 2015
Continuity of social innovation



UVAS  
water reservoirs to cultural and community centers
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Medellin Narrative           inclusive city

Recognizing the entire city in order to expand its urban, cultural, and 
economic dynamics has been perhaps the most valuable aspect of the 
transformation. 
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